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Grobe: Systems Techniques in Education
Educational planners can use systems ana lysis
techniques to deal with the problems of finances,
unlimited demands for limited services, in·
ventories, and planning faciliti es through
simulation .

l

systems techniques
in education
By Robert P. Grobe

Today's school administrators oflen face financial and other
crises. If the basic problem of public schools is to maxim ize
t~ flow of educational services from the limited resources
allocated
for this function, then the system-analysis approach
can be particularly remunerative.
Systems techniques have been employed with great
success in many areas; medicine, space technology, defense.
transportation, and com1nun1cations. A logical extension f()(
these techniques is careful application in an educational
system. In 1968.ag
ro upfromthc
National
Security Industrial
Association (Task Group IV. 1966) exa
mined
military and
space technology for application in the field of education.
The group formulated eight basic points which they felt
chMacterize
the typical application of systems analysis to
d
This group further suggested that the
problems.
training
extension of this approach to education could help
significaotly in in1proving public education .
Jn a very simple analysis one can consider that an

educational system has two inputs- finances and students.
Obviously, little can be done to change the kinds of students;
but something can be done, via the systems approach, to
optimize allocation of dollars and maximize returns for
dollars expended.
identify
general problem
analysis
Thorough systems
un

areas. such as finance and
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organization.

Once such

problematic areas are identified, solu11ons can be devised
through more specialized operations research (OR)
techniques. such as linea
r progra1nming, queuing theory,
inventory theory, simulation, various nehvork analysis
models, and statistical and probabi lity theory. A t present
these powerful OR techniques have only limi ted application
in the educative process, because or the inherent multipl icity
of objectives and goals. Hoi.veve
r, they can be used to reduce
costs or maxim ize services in such suJ)port ive processes as
intenance,
n1a
transportation. and food services. Definitions
and possible application for systems analysis and some of the
OR techniques are presented in the following paragraphs.
Systems Analysis
A diagram in one reP<><t (Introduction to Systems Analysis.
1968) illustrates the dynamic way in whidl systems analysis
typ1e<1lly operates. This diagram (Figure 1) reveals that
syste1ns analysis involves continual examination oi each step,
feedback to previous steps, and consideration of various
and limi tations vihich influence the decisions
ca1>abili
ties
made at each point.
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THE SYSTEMS APPROACH
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Figure 1: A flow chart of a typical s,ysterns approach.

For some purposes the systems analysis approach outlined
here is too general. When this situation occurs the more
specific OR techniques may be incorporated within the
framework of a systems analysis.
Lintar Programming
Linear Proa.ramming involves the plann ing of activities in

order to obtain an "optimalHresult. Stated another \vay it is a
mathematical technique of allocating limited resources
among competing activities i n an optimal manner.
Allocation problems occur whenever selection must be made
among certai n activities competing for certai n scarce
resources necessary to their performan ce.
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The current trend of limited monies and the desire to
maintain a high standard in education make linear
programmi ng's optirnal allocation of limited resources i ncreasingly valuable to educational managers. The technique
is veiy vers<1tile and adaptable to many situations. For instance. it can help maximize the amount of educational
service for a fixed number of dollars or minimile costs while
keeping the level of service constant. Already the technique
had been used experimentally on a rather limited scale in the
supportive areas of education. such as business adrninistrati
ation, on, transport
and maintenance.
13runo ( 1970) presented an interesting paper using linear
EDUCATIONAL CONSIDERA TIONS, Vol. 3, No. 2, Winter. 1976
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programming to allocate monies in a school district's salary
schedu le.ible
Onea1m
poss
lication
of this math
ematical
model was to design a salary
hedu
sc le
so as to maximize the
highest teacher salary. This model could be used to build a
salary schedule that wou ld act as an incentive for ex·
perienced teachers to remain in the district.. Another possible
linear programming function is determination of the optimal
11umber of machines or pco11le to keep available in a
n1ainten
an ce system.
Queuing Theory
Queuing theory involves the mathematical study of
waiting lines Queues, or waiting lines,. occur when the

demand la< se<vice exceeds the servicing agent's capacity to
provide that service. Providing too much service results in
excessive costs; not providing enough servicing capacity
resul ts in queues of excessive length. A servicing agent wants
to achieve an economic balance between the cost of supplying a service and the cost associated wi th wailing for a
service.
latter
The
may result from various causes. such as,
Joss of customers who refuse to wait in a long line or loss of
time resulting from a long wait. In education there may be a
need to redefine these costs.
If the formation of waiting Jines creates a problem in a
school, then queuing theory would be an appropriate choice
to help find a solution. It can help determine an optimal
solution for school cafeterias whe<e costs are too high or
lines too long, for instance. The queuing technique requires
the collection of data to determine the cost of students and
teachers waiting in line, the cost of service, the distribution oi
service times, and the distribu tion of arrival times. Fro1n the
financial point of view i t should be noted that a trade-off
develops: the gathering of data for the queue approach
necessitates added expense, but the statistics yielded by this
method allow administrators to make very accurate decisions
\\'hich minimize expenses incurred by queue formation.
Another area where queue formation often presents a
problem is in the paper flow of the system. Processing in·
creased numbers oi requisitions at certain times of the year is
a common phenomenon which often leads to unw1ckfy paper
queues. Queuing models can be used to analyze this
1>henomenon and determine the optimal number of personnel to process the paper flow.
Inventory Theory
Inventory theory is a relatively new quantitative technique
that has been applied to the problem of determining inventory policies. An inventory 1n an educational system can
be defined a.s a stock oi goods held for future distribution.
Since

inventories

constitute

an

alte
rnati ve

to

future

production or purchase expenditure the choice among
policies depends upon the total cost incurred for each. Each
total cost includes
:
(a) the cosu of ordering or manufacturing, Cb) holding 0< storage costs, (c) unsatisfied demand or
shortage penalty costs, (d) salvage costs, and (e) discount
rate.

The area of materials and supplies provides for a natural
applicat
of Inventory theory. Some school districts
ion
purchase a full year's complement of materials and supplies
at the beginning of the year and then distribute most of it to
their schools shortly after its arrival. Advantages of thi.s
P<Ocedure are the discount rate allowed for large orders and
WINTER, 1976
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savings due to inflation. Saving might possibly be increased,
however, by ordering hali the complement at the beginning
of the year and investing the remainder oi the funds unti l
they are needed to purchase the remainder of the year's
supplies. Inventory theory could compare these two
procedures as well as other alternative models to determine
the 01>1imal policy.
Wynn (1%8) used an application of inventory theory w ith
the food services of a school systern. Obviously, a cafeteria
director would be interested in discovering the optimal
arnountoi hamburger to be purchased, as well as the optimal
length of time between purchases Inventory theory can
determine these values.
Simulation

The technique of simulation, with the advent of the high·
speed digital computer, has become increasingl y important
to operation researchers. Si mu la ti on is nothing more than the
technique of performing sampling experiments on a model of
the system to be examined. The experirnenu are performed
on the model rather than on the real system when the Jailer
\\•Ould be too inconvenient, ex.pensive, or ti1ne~con suming.
Simulation is often applied to problems that are too complex
for Jnalyticallutions
so
using queuing and inven tory theory.
However, because of the expense involved in simulation, the
analytical approach is generally preferred whenever possible.
Today's educational system offers many areas where
application of simulation can be valuable to administrators.
It can be usefu l in designing new schools, choosing new
personnel, developing financial budget s, and designing new
C\Hricu.lum In designing new schools... for example,
simulating the traffic flow or the assignment oi classrooms
can determine which design y1ekfs optimal conditions.
Ousseldorf (1970) reported on a project which involved the
simulation of a school building, the staff, curriculum, and
sludents. The object of the project was to determine the
buii ties
lding facil
needed for 200 junior high studen ts under a
flexible schedule. Reportedly. the rooms needed in the building-number, size, and type- were accurately determined .
Simulation games can be developed to help train per;onnel officers to choose qualified personnel. One such
game was
developed by Gunnell (1970) as an instrument for
crnining universily and college department chairmen to 1nake
more realistic and effecti ve decisions regarding the
recruitrnent of facu lty members. In this development
variables important in recruitment decisions were identified,
weighted, and programmed into the game. An administrator
playing this game manipulates certain variables pertaining to
e1w ironment, compensation, and other job-related factors.
Upon completion he receives a department chairman
recruitment score tu)d comments relative to his score.
Simulation n1ay become increasingly important in the

areas of budgeting, as management attempts to get the
optimal curriculum for the available funds. Jn 1970. the
Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education (1970)
developed a budgeting game for a university setting based
upon PPBS principles. The numbers of departments, full
professors, and associate professors, as well as salaries for
each academic level, and monies for materials and library
expenses within each department are some of the pararnete<s
that may be altered. The output of the game is broken into
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eight reports which include such analyses as the toWI budget,
the budget of each departmenl, and the monies associated
wi th each degree
program.
Network A nalysis
Netw0<k analysis
is one of the more widely used of the OR
techniques in educational systems. The planning and control
of research and development projects is a problem which has
been attacked by a network analysis technique known as
PERT (Program
at
Evalu ion and Review Technique).
Educational managers can utilize PERT to plan and develop
projects in the educative process and its supJX>rtive functions. PERT can, for example, facilitate planning a summer
maintenance project.. a bond issue strategy, or a curricufurn
developmenl project (Handy & Hussain, 1969). Teachers
rge an
organi zation of a
might use PERT l o plan the long-

course in to basic units to be covered.

atch

Another educatio
nal
system problem for which network
theory is applicable is choosing a set oi connections that
provides a route between any two points of a network so as to
minimize the total length of these connections Such ap·
plication can be useful in transportation, where the object
would be tu minimize the total distance rec1uired in the
busii'B pl'ocedure.
Statistics
d yProb
on
abilit Theory
and well-known in the
used are widely
Statistical models
educational environment. They will only be mentionro as the
n'ost vvidelv used OR techniq
ue
in education .
Sun1rnary

Interstate Commission

Systems techniques have been employed w it h great
success in many areas and can be applied successfully in
educational systems. In the conventional systems approach,
systems analysis is utilized to determine general problem
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areas; t hen the more speciali zed operations research (OR)
techniques subscrvc efforts to discover rational solutions. To
increase t he effective utili zat ion of systems power in
educational systems. educators must be informed of not only
the existence of these techniques, but also ol the scope of
their applicab1l1ty and their immensely pragmattc and
valuable potential.
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